Arvind Gupta
Toys from Trash
www.arvindguptatoys.com/toys.html

☑ Step-by-Step Photo Guide
☑ Detailed Worksheet

View One Minute Video at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57qQdwnX7ug
Three sticks (15cm, stiff) and one long stick (30 cm, flexible)

Thin leaf

Piece of rubber, eg. from an old flip-flop
Insert the other two sticks as shown. Take care to 'weave' the sticks as in the picture.
Place the leaf as shown. Make sure the centre stick holds the leaf in place.
Try the leaf in different positions. Find the best place to make the most 'stitches'.

Watch and listen as you spin the rubber round and round.

A hungry caterpillar or a stitch in time?